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COMPLETED LOGIC PROGRAMS 
AND THEIR CONSISTENCY 
TAISUKE SAT0 
D We present two sufficient conditions, a negative-cycle-free condition and an 
order-consistency condition, for a logic program to have a Herbrand model 
of its completion. They yield new classes of logic programs whose comple- 
tions are consistent. a 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper deals with the consistency problem for completed logic programs [4,9]. 
Historically the problem has been investigated mostly in connection with SLDNF 
resolution [l, 3,4,6,9,14,11]. We consider the problem, however, as one which is of 
interest in its own right, and make an attempt to extend known results. 
We already have a few classes of programs whose completions are consistent. For 
instance, the class of stratiJed programs, disallowing recursion through negative 
goals, is consistent wrt their completions [l]. It includes the class of definite-clause 
programs. A more general class, that of calf-consistent programs, is also consistent 
wrt their completions [7,10,13]. The call-consistency condition roughly means no 
self-recursion through an odd number of negative goals. For example, 
Example I. 
P(X) +4x). 
C?(X) +-P(X). 
is call-consistent, whence the completion is consistent. 
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Although the class of call-consistent programs is syntactically checkable and 
reasonably wide, it still excludes some natural programs such as 
Example 2. 
euen(s(X)) +-,euen(X). 
euen (0). 
whose completion is apparently consistent. Our aim is to give conditions on 
programs that can guarantee the consistency of their completions even if they are 
not call-consistent. 
In the next section, we introduce the class of negative-cycle-free programs and 
prove that their completions are consistent when they satisfy certain syntactic 
conditions. To cover other types of programs, we introduce order-consistent pro- 
grams in Section 3 and show that their completions are consistent also. In the final 
section, we summarize the relationship among various classes of logic programs 
which have consistent completions. 
The following are terminology and general conventions used throughout this 
paper. A program is a finite set of program clauses. A program clause is a 
first-order formula A + L, A . . . r\L,whereAisanatomand L, (O<i<m)isa 
literal. We assume, for simplicity, that programs include no equality symbol “ = “. 
By a ground clause instance A + L, A . . . A L, from a program S, we mean a 
ground instance of a program clause in S. 
Let S be a program. A language consisting of function and predicate symbols 
appearing in S together with denumerably many variables is denoted by L,. The set 
of all ground terms in L, and the set of all ground atoms in L, are respectively 
called the Herbrand uniuerse of S and the Herbrand base of S, as usual. We use Bs 
to denote the Herbrand base of S. The symbol camp(S) stands for the completion 
of S in the sense of [4]. It is the set of iff (if-and-only-if) definitions of predicates in 
S, in conjunction with equality axioms for the Herbrand universe of S. A model of 
comp( S) over the Herbrand universe of S is called a Herbrand model of comp( S). 
The completion camp(S) is said to be consistent if no contradiction is deducible 
from camp(S). The completeness of first-order logic means that camp(S) has a 
model iff it is consistent. 
In this paper, we only talk about the consistency of completed programs, not that 
of programs themselves. Therefore, we stipulate that the word “consistency” always 
means that of completed programs. So a consistent program means one whose 
completion is consistent. Relating to this, for the sake of brevity, we call a class of 
programs whose completions are consistent a consistent class of programs, or briefly 
a consistent class. 
For a negative literal L = 7A, 7 L denotes A. The symbol t denotes truth and f 
falsity. We stipulate that i, j run over nonnegative integers and (Y, /3 run over 
ordinals in general. Their ordering is denoted by < . Set union is denoted by 
el U e2, set join by e, n e,, set subtraction by e, \ e2. The symbol 0 denotes the 
empty set. The union of an indexed family of sets ( DJaCs is denoted by U,,, Da. 
We use c for set inclusion and c for proper inclusion. 
The reader is assumed to be familiar with basic notions of logic prograrmning 
such as atom, clause, instantiation, completion [9,11]. 
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2. NEGATIVE-CYCLE-FREE PROGRAMS 
As mentioned in the beginning, there have been found a few consistent classes of 
programs. In this section, we obtain a new consistent class by considering the classes 
at ground level. We first review, for self-containedness, the definitions of stratified 
programs and call-consistent programs. 
2. I. Predicate Dependency Graph 
The predicate dependency graph [l] of a program S is a directed graph with signed 
edges. The nodes are predicate symbols occurring in S. It has a positive (negative) 
edge from “p” to “q” iff S has a clause such that the head contains “p” and the 
body includes a positive (negative) literal containing “q”. 
A program S is said to be stratiJied iff in the predicate dependency graph of S, 
there is no cycle containing a negative edge [l]. It has been shown [l] that 
Theorem 2.1. If a program S is stratified, comp( S) is consistent. 
SLDNF resolution [9] has been proved to be complete wrt stratified programs 
under certain conditions (see [3] for detail). 
A program S is said to be call-consistent [13] iff in the predicate dependency 
graph of S, there is no cycle containing an odd number of negative edges. It is 
obvious that a stratified program is a call-consistent program, but the converse is 
not true. The following theorem is known [7,10,13]. 
Theorem 2.2. If a program S is call-consistent, comp( S) has a Herbrand model and 
hence is consistent. 
In the remaining subsections, we show that it is possible, using Theorem 2.2, to 
obtain a new class of consistent programs other than call-consistent ones. 
2.2. Atom Dependency Graph 
Analogously to the predicate dependency graph, we define a graph called the atom 
dependency graph of a program S as follows. The nodes of the graph consist of 
ground atoms A, B,. . . in the language L,. The+edge from A to B is defined as 
follows: There is a positive edge, denoted by A -*sB [a negative edge, denoted by _ 
A +s B] iff there is a nonunit ground clause instance A + L, A . . . A L, from S 
such that Li is a positive literal and B = Li [ Li is a negative literal and B = 7 Li] 
for some i (1 I i I m). 
Then define binary relations, G s and 2 s, as follows: A 5 s B (A js B) iff 
there is a path from A to B containing an even (an odd) number of negative edges 
in the atom dependency graph of S. 
Define finally ts as 
A+,B iff AGsBand A;,B. 
>s is called the descending relation derived from S. It is transitive by definition, but 
not necessarily irreflexive. 
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Let us say a program S is negative-cycle-free when >a is irreflexive, i.e., in the 
atom dependency graph of S there is no cycle containing an odd number of 
negative edges.’ For example, no ground goal in Example 2 calls itself negatively, 
whence Example 2 is negative-cycle-free. 
As is obvious from the definition, the negative-cycle-free condition is nothing 
more than the call-consistency condition applied to ground atoms. We prove that a 
negative-cycle-free program is consistent if it satisfies certain syntactic conditions. 
2.3. Internal-Variable-Free and Function-Free Conditions 
A variable in the body of a clause is called an internal variable if it does not occur in 
the clause head. If no clause in a program S has internal variables, S is said to be 
internal-variable-free. If a program S has no function symbols other than constants, 
it is said to be function-free. We would like to show that for a negative-cycle-free 
program S, camp(S) has a Herbrand model if S is either internal-variable-free or 
function-free. 
Before proving it, we prove a lemma that holds for every negative-cycle-free 
program. For a ground atom A in B,, we define the ground ifldejinition of A in S, 
denoted by iff( A), as follows. Let A +- E,, A + E,, . . . be an enumeration of ground 
clause instances from S whose head is A. Put iff( A) = A t) f if there is no such 
ground clause instance. Else put iff(A) = A @ t if some Ej is empty. Otherwise, put 
iff(A)=AwE,VE,V a.+. In this case, the right-hand side may be an infinite 
disjunction. We use Z, to denote the set {iff( A)IA E B,}. Obviously, camp(S) has 
a Herbrand model iff Es does. 
Lemma 2.1. If a program S is a negative-cycle-free, very finite subset of Z, has a 
Herbrand model. 
PROOF. Let Z’ = ( Ai * Ei,l v Ej,2 v . . . 11 I i I k} be a finite subset of Z,. We 
show that Z’ has a Herbrand model. First set every ground atom other than 
A 1,“‘, A, to t, and evaluate each disjunct E,, j in the right-hand side of Ai t) E,,, V 
E&J ... (1 I i I k) with this assignment. By the evaluation, each disjunct is 
logically reduced to a conjunction made up of literals from { A,, 7A,, . . . , A,, 7 Ak }, 
so that each right hand side E,,, V Ei,2 V . . . (1 I i I k) is logically reduced a finite 
disjunction I;; of such conjunctions, because there are only finitely many conjunc- 
tions made up of {A,, 7 A,, . . . , A k,7Ak}. It is obvious that if 2” = { Ai * 411 TG i
I k } has a Herbrand model, so does Z’. We show that 2” has such a model. 
Consider a program S” = { Ai +- Fill I i _< k} which is the “if part” of 2”. Since 
S is negative-cycle-free by the assumption, S” is negative-cycle-free as well. In other 
words, S” is a call-consistent program when viewed as one such that every predicate 
has null argument. It follows from Theorem 2.2 that its completion, i.e. Z”, has a 
Herbrand model. 0 
Theorem 2.3. Suppose that a program S is a negative-cycle-free. Also suppose that S is 
either internal-variable-free or function-free. Then comp( S) has a Herbrand model 
and hence is consistent. 
‘Needless to say, >s being irreflexive is equivalent to ts being a partial ordering. 
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PROOF. Consider Z, = {iff(A)lA E Bs}. By the assumption, for any A, the right- 
hand side of iff(A) is t, f, or a finite disjunction. On the other hand, since S is 
negative-cycle-free, every finite subset of Z, has a Herbrand model by Lemma 2.1. 
Therefore, it follows from the compactness theorem [2] that Z, has a Herbrand 
model. So camp(S) also has a Herbrand model. 0 
Thus, Example 2, a non-call-consistent program for which Theorem 2.2 does not 
apply, is guaranteed to be consistent by Theorem 2.3 because it is negative-cycle-free 
and internal-variable-free. 
It happens, by the way, that Example 2 terminates for all ground inputs. 
However, it is important to note that the consistency of a program is not necessarily 
associated with termination. For example, 
Example 3. 
euen( X) + ,euen(s(X)). 
euen (0). 
does not terminate for any ground inputs but X = 0. However, it is negative-cycle- 
free and internal-variable-free, and hence is consistent by Theorem 2.3. 
The proof of Theorem 2.3 cannot be extended to programs which have both of 
internal variables and nonconstant function symbols. This is because in such cases, 
some ground iff definition inevitably has an infinite disjunction in the right-hand 
side, whence the application of the compactness theorem is prevented. Therefore, in 
the next section, we shall adopt a rather indirect method to tackle the consistency 
problem of such programs. 
3. ORDER-CONSISTENT PROGRAMS 
3.1. Order Consistency 
In Section 2, we have seen that the condition that >s , the descending relation 
derived from a program S, is irreflexive guarantees the consistency of camp(S) 
when S has only constant symbols or has no internal variables. In order to obtain 
yet another class of consistent programs, we strengthen the condition on >s . 
Namely, we require it to be not merely irreflexive, but well founded. 
A program S is said to be order-consistent when +s is well founded. Notice that 
if +s is well founded, it means that >s is a well-founded ordering, and conversely. 
Notice also that an order-consistent program is negative-cycle-free as well. We 
prove, using subsequent subsections, that the order consistency of a program S is 
enough to assure the consistency of camp(S) even if S has both nonconstant 
function symbols and internal variables. Below is an example of an order-consistent 
program. 
Example 4. 
P(X,Y)C YPMX)? -0 
The order consistency can be checked by observing that there is at most one path 
between any two atoms in the atom dependency graph, so that +s is the empty set, 
the simplest well-founded relation. 
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One thing immediate from the definition of order-consistency is
Proposition 3.1. Every call-consistent program is order-consistent, but not every order- 
consistent program is call-consistent. 
PROOF. To show the first part, we use contraposition. Suppose a program S is not 
order-consistent and there exists an infinite descending sequence A, ts A, >s . . - . 
Since S includes only finitely many predicate symbols, there must be A, and Aj 
(i <j) in the sequence such that both have the same predicate symbol. Moreover 
Ai 2 s A, holds. Hence, S is not call-consistent. 
For the second part, note that Example 4 is order-consistent but not call-con- 
sistent. 0 
Therefore, the class of order-consistent programs properly includes that of 
call-consistent programs. Later, in the final section, we shall see it also properly 
includes another class, i.e. the class of locally strati$ed programs introduced by 
Przymusinski [12]. 
3.2. Pair Mappings 
First we introduce some notation. For a program S, 2Bs stands for the set of all 
subsets of B,. Introduce an ordering c into the Cartesian product 2Bs x 2Bs by 
stipulating that (P,, NI) L ( P2, N2) iff PI G P2 and Ni c N2. With this ordering, we 
obtain a complete lattice (2% x 2Bs, 5 ). The sup of a set {(P,, N,)la < /3} in 
(2Bs X 2Bs, c ) is denoted by Ll a < B (P,, N,) and given by (v, < B P,, U, < p NJ. We 
use c to mean that (P,, NI) c ( P2, N2) and (PI, NI) # ( P2, N2). 
Let S be a program and B, be its Herbrand base. Introduce two mappings, T,+ 
and T;, for P, NE 2Bs, by 
T,+(P, N)= {Bvh ere is a ground clause instance A +- L, A . . - A L, from S 
such that B = A and if m > 0 then 
for every i (1 I i 5 m), 
if Lj is a positive literal 
then Lj E P 
else ,Li~ N} 
T<( P, N) = { B]For every ground clause instance A + L, A * -. A L, from S, 
if B=A then m>O and 
there is some i (1 I i I m) such that 
L, is a positive literal and L; E N or 
Lj is a negative literal and 7 Li E P }. 
Then define (T,i,T;) by putting, for P, NE 2Bs, 
(TAT,-)(P, N) = (T,+(P, N),T,-(P, N)). 
(T,+, T;) is a mapping over (2Bs X 2Bs, L ). We call it the pair mapping based on 
S. The properties of a pair mapping are well investigated [1,5,8,13]. We restate 
some of them. 
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Proposition 3.2. For P, N E 2 BS, PnN= Oimplies Ti(P,N)nT;(P,N)= 0. 
Proposition 3.3. (T,f, TF ) is monotonic. For any (PI, N,),(P,, N2) E 2Bs X tBs, if 
(PI, NJ c (P2, N2) then (TZ,T;)(P,, NJ C (T$,‘&)(P2, W. 
Proposition 3.4. If (P, N) E 2Bs X zB s, P rl N = 0, and (P, N) L (Tz, T;)( P, N), 
there exists a fixed point (P’, N’) of (T,+,T<) such that (P, N) r (P’, N’) and 
P’nN’= 0. 
Proposition 3.5. If (P, N) = (Tz, T;)(P, N), P n N = 0, P u N = B,, then 
comp( S) has a Herbrand model. 
(Tl, T;) is monotonic (Proposition 3.3) and gives Herbrand models of camp(S) 
when its fixed points have certain properties (Proposition 3.5). Our introduction of 
(Tz, T;) is solely intended for Herbrand-model construction of comp( S), through 
the fixed points of S, in a way that can easily exploit the dependency relation among 
ground atoms implicit in the program. 
3.3. Positive and Negative Support 
Proposition 3.5 suggests that in order to obtain a Herbrand model of camp(S) for a 
program S, we have only to construct a fixed point (P, N) of (T,+, T;) satisfying 
P n N = 0 and P U N = B,. Since we have at least one fixed point of (Tl, T;) due 
to its monotonicity, the whole task will be done, in view of Proposition 3.4, if, as 
long as a fixed point (P, N) satisfies P (7 N = 0 and P U N # B,, we can always 
enlarge it to (P’, N’) such that P’ n N’ = 0 and (P, N) c (P’, N’) c 
(Tz,Ti)( P’, N’). We show, through a series of lemmas, that the order-consistency 
condition enables us to do so. 
Suppose (P, N) is a fixed point of (T,I,Ti) satisfying P U N # B,. Take an 
arbitrary ground atom B in B, \ (P U N). If there exists (d+, d-) E 2Bs x 2Bs such 
that 
(i) B E Tl( P U d+, N U d-), 
(ii) d+n(PUN)=d-fI(PUN)= 0, 
(iii) B f s B’ for every B’ E d+, and B 2 s B’ for every B’ E d-, 
then B is said to have a positive support (d+, d-) wrt (P, N), and (d+, d-) is called 
a positive support for B wrt (P, N). Likewise, if there exists (e+, e-) E 2Bs x 2Bs 
such that 
(i’) B E T;( P U e+, N U e-), 
(ii’) e+n(PuN)=e-n(PUN)= 0, 
(iii’) B 4 s B’ for every B’ E e+, and B : s B’ for every B’ E e-, 
then B is said to have a negative support (e+, e-) wrt (P, N), and (e+, e-) is called 
a negative support for B wrt (P, N). 
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Lemma 3.1. Suppose (P, N) is a jxed point of (Tz, T;) such that P U N # B,. 
Evey element in B, \ (P U N) has both a positive support and a negative support 
wrt (P, N). 
PROOF. Let B be in B, \ (P U N). Since (P, N) is a fixed point and B belongs 
neither to P nor to N, we have 
BET;(B~\N,B~\P)~T;(B,\N,B,\P) 
from B 4 Tl(P, N) and B 4 T;(P, N) respectively. So we know that there exists 
some ground clause instance B +- L,, . . . , L, from S such that m > 0 and for every 
i (0 I i I m), if Lj is a positive literal then L, E B, \ N else 7 Li E B, \ P. Define 
(d+, d-) E 2Bs x 2Bs as 
d+={L,JL,ispositive,l<i<m} \P, 
d-= { 7 LJ Li is negative, 1 I i 5 mj \ N. 
(i), (ii), and (iii) are immediate from this definition. So B has a positive support 
(d+, d-) wrt (P, N). Next define (e+, e-) E 2Bs X 2Bs as 
e+= {-,Lilthere is a nonunit ground-clause instance B + L, A . . . A L, from S 
such that for some i (1 < i I m), Li is negative and 7Li E Bs \ N } \ P, 
e-= { Lilthere is a nonunit ground-clause instance B + L, A . . . A L, from S such 
that for some i (1 I i I m), Li is positive, and Li E B, \ P} \ N. 
It is also straightforward to confirm that (e+, e-) satisfies (i’), (ii’) and (iii’). Thus B 
has a negative support (e+, e-) wrt (P, N) as well. q 
Next we prove 
Lemma 3.2. Suppose >s , the descending relation derived from S, is well founded. If 
(P, N) is a jixed point of (Tz,T;) satisfying P n N = 0 and P U N # B,, there 
exists (F’, F-) E 2Bs X 2Bs such that 
(I) (P u F+, N u F-) r (T,i, T,-)( P u F+, N u F-), 
(II) (P, N) c (P u F+, N u F-), 
(III) (PuF+)n(NUF-)= 0. 
PROOF. Let (P, N) be a fixed point as above. For every A E B, \ (P U N), choose a 
positive support a+( A) for A and a negative support a_( A) for A wrt (P, N). This 
is possible by Lemma 3.1. Then choose a ground atom B which is minimal in the 
ordering >‘s in B, \ (P U N). 
We inductively define a sequence (f;‘, f;) E 2Bs X 2B-\‘ for all i (7 2 0). Put 
(f:, f;) = ({ B }, 0) for i = 0. Suppose (fi’, f;) has been defined. Then (hz i, f;, i) 
E tBs X 2Bs is defined as 
(L+ u f;) f~ ( P U N) = 0 holds for all i (i 2 0) [see (ii) and (ii’) in the definition of 
support sets wrt (P, N)]. Now put 
(P+, P-) = $ (A+,+, A-1. 
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(F+, F-) satisfies (I), (II), and (III). To see (I), note that every ground atom 
P E Ft has a positive support a+(P) r (F’, F-) and the same holds for every 
ground atom N E F-. (II) is obvious from the construction of (F+, F-). Now we 
show (III). Since P f~ N = 0 holds by the assumption on (P, N) and (F+ U F-) f’ 
(PUN)= 0 follows from (fi’Uf,-)n(PUN)= 0 for all i (i>O), it suffices to 
show Fin F-= 0. So suppose otherwise and take B’ E F+n F-. We show that this 
leads to a contradiction. 
From B’ E F+n Fp, there exist j and k such that B’ ef:nfi. First we have 
k>O, as f;= 0. Suppose j=O. Then B’Efi={B}, i.e. B’=B. So we have 
B = B’ E f; with k > 0, and thereby B j s B (see below). Since B ; s B implies 
B 2 s B as well, we have B ts B, contradicting the well-foundedness of >s Hence 
j > 0. Thus we have B’ ~f:n f; with j, k > 0. 
On the other hand, the following holds for all i (i > 0) [this is checked by 
induction on i using the properties (iii) and (iii’) of support sets]: 
if A of: then B As A, and 
if AEfi- then B*,A. 
Therefore, B’ l -f: n f; for j, k > 0 means B $ s B’ and B * s B’, thereby giving 
B ts B’. But this contradicts the choice of B [B is a >s -minimal element in 
B,\(PUN)]. Hence F’nF-= 0. 0 
Lemma 3.3. Suppose >s , the descending relation derived from S, is well founded. If 
( P, N) is a fixed point of (Ti,T;) such that P n N = 0 and P U N # B,, there 
exists another fixed point (P’, N’) of (Tz, T,-) such that (P, N) c (P’, N’) and 
P’nNN’= 0. 
PROOF. Let (P, N) be as above. Then from Lemma 3.2, there exists (F’, F-) which 
meets (I), (II), and (III) in Lemma 3.2. It follows from Proposition 3.4, (I), and (III) 
that there exists a fixed point (P’, N’) of (Tz, T;) such that (P u Ff, N u F-) c 
(P’, N’) and P’ n N’ = 0. Then from (II), we have (P, N) c (P’, N’). So (P’, N’) is 
as desired. q 
Now we can prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.1. If a program S is order-consistent, comp( S) has a Herbrand model, and 
hence is consistent. 
PROOF. Put r = {(P, N)IPn N = 0, P, NE 2Bs}r and consider C = (I, E ). Then 
by Proposition 3.2 and Proposition 3.3, (Tl,T;) is a monotonic mapping over C. 
Since C is a complete semilattice [5], it follows from Proposition 6.2 in [5] that 
(T,i,Ti) has a maximal fixed point (PI, NI) in C. We show that PI u Nl = B,. 
Suppose the contrary. So we have P, U Nl z B,. Since S is order-consistent and 
hence >s is well founded, it follows from Lemma 3.3 that there is a fixed point 
(Pz,Nz) of (T,+,T,-) such that P2 n N2 = 0 and (PI, NI) c ( P2, N2). In other 
words, (P,, NI) cannot be a maximal element in C, which contradicts the maximal- 
ity of (PI, NI). Hence P, U Ni = B,. 
Thus, we have found a fixed point (P,, NI) of (T,+, T;) such that P, n IV1 = 0 
and P, U Nl = B,. So, from Proposition 3.5, camp(S) has a Herbrand model. q 
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Some remarks are in order. The main point in the proof of Theorem 3.1 is 
Lemma 3.2, which implies that when >s is well founded, any fixed point (P, N) of 
(Tc,T;) satisfying P n N = 0 and P U N # B, can be converted to a.“saturated” 
fixed point (P’, N’) such that P’ n N’ = 0 and P’ u N’ = B,. Kunen [7] indepen- 
dently proved a similar result based on the one-way dependency relation over 
predicate symbols. A straightforward modification of his proof for the ground level 
would yield: 
If a program S is negative-cycle-free and >s is well founded, comp( S) is consistent. 
Here >s is defined as follows: A >s B holds iff in the atom dependency graph of 
S, there is a path from A to B but no path from B to A. This result is interesting, 
but strictly weaker than Theorem 3.1. For, for a negative-cycle-free program S, 
although the well-foundedness of >s implies that of ts , the converse does not 
necessarily hold (see Example 4 for instance). 
4. CONCLUSION 
In this final section, we would like to summarize the relationship among various 
consistent classes. Let Cstratified and CcalEconistent be respectively the classes of 
stratified programs [l] and call-consistent programs [7,13]. They are consistent 
classes [l, 7,10,13]. It is already known [7,10,13] that 
‘stratified c Ccall-consistent * 
In search of consistent programs other than call-consistent ones, we have intro- 
duced two new classes of programs. One is the class of negative-cycle-free programs 
that have either no internal variables or no nonconstant function symbols. We write 
C n.c.f. for that class. The other is the class of order-consistent programs, for which 
we write Corder-consistent* We have proved that both classes are consistent (Theorem 
2.3 for Cn.c.f. and Theorem 3.1 for C order-consistent )* In addition, Call-consistent is a 
proper subclass Of Corder_consistent (PrOpOSitiOn 3.1). SO we have 
C call-consistent c Corder-consistent . 
Recently Przymusinski introduced the class of locally strati$ed programs and 
investigated various semantic properties [12]. For a program S, let us define a 
relation Bs as A >>s B iff there is a negative edge in a path from A to B in the 
atom dependency graph of S. A program S is said to be locally stratijied iff ~+-s is 
well founded. For instance, Example 2 is locally stratified. Let us use Ciocdiy_stratified 
to stand for the class of locally stratified programs. Przymusinski [12] showed 
‘stratified c clocally-stratified~ 
Note that Ccall-consistent and Ck4y-stratitied are independent classes. One does not 
include the other: Example 1 is call-consistent but not locally stratified, whereas 
Example 2 is locally stratified but not call-consistent. 
On the other hand, Clocally_stratified is strictly included in Corder-consistent (whence it is 
consistent by Theorem 3.1). This is because >s well-founded implies >s well- 
founded as well. Moreover, the inclusion is proper. For there exists an order-con- 
sistent program, e.g. Example 4, that does not belong to C,ocal,y_stratified. So we have 
C locally-stratified c Corder-consistent~ 
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Thus, Corder-consistent Strictly includes Ltiw, C tocalty-stratified 7 and Gall-consistent - 
Now let us confirm that Corder_consis,ent and Cn,c,f. are independent. Firstly observe 
that Example 4 belongs to Corder_consistent but not to C&r,. Next observe that* 
Example 5. 
P(X) + ,P(S(X)). 
P(X) +Pb(x)). 
belongs to C&r, but not to Corder_consistent. So hey are independent. 
Finally we would like to give an example of a consistent program which is neither 
a member of Corder_consisten, nor a member of Cn,c,f,. 
Example 6. 
P(X) +-p(y). 
P(X) +p(Y). 
Although Theorem 3.1 defines Corder_consistent, a consistent class which is a natural 
generalization of Ccal,_consistenl a d Clocal,y_stratified, it is fair to say that the gain 
obtained from the order-consistency condition could be marginal compared to the 
call-consistency condition. The problem is that checking order consistency is consid- 
erably harder than checking call consistency. The decidability of Corder_consistent is an 
open problem. The same is true for C&r, 
On the other hand, however, Theorem 3.1 gives a general account of why such 
program as3 
Example 7. 
true(A&B) + true(d) A true(B). 
true(not(A)) +7trz4e(A). 
. . . 
-which is inductively defined on the data structure but includes negative goals-is 
consistently defined. 
The author would like to thank the editor and anonymous referees for the patient refereeing process and 
detailed comments. 
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